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Agriculture is the prism through which we have historically thought about 
the effect of climate on the economy. Today, climate change presents 
significant risks and opportunities for a broader part of the economy than 
agriculture

..The challenge governments, regulators and financial institutions face in 
responding to the wide-ranging impacts of climate change is to make 
sound decisions in the face of uncertainty about how these risks will play 
out.’  

..Namely, taking the climate modelling and mapping that into our 
macroeconomic models. For businesses and financial markets, that 
challenge is understanding the climate modelling and conducting the 
scenario analysis to determine the potential impact on their business and 
investments.

Reserve Bank of AustraliaManaging 
climate risk:

The 
regulatory 
environment 
is changing

Guy Debelle
Deputy Governor, RBA 



• Finance and Insurance Sector
• Energy Sector 
• Agriculture 
• Private Asset Managers 

• Listed Companies (regulatory requirements for climate risk disclosure)
• Global Auditing/Accounting/Rating Agencies
• Banks
• AEMO
• Major Insurers
• Engineering and consulting firms
• Medium sized businesses exposed to climate risk 

• Federal Government Departments
• State Government Departments
• Emergency Management Sector
• Public Asset Managers, including Critical Infrastructure
• Defence
• Water Resource Sector
• Regulators (APRA, ASIC, RBA, Treasury)
• Natural Resource Managers (eg. GBRMPA)

Who is talking to the Bureau about climate risk?Integrated 
risks are 
now well-
recognised



Climate 
change/ 
climate risk

Increasing climate risk
• More frequent and more 'extreme' extreme events

• Extreme events occurring where they haven't before 

• Compounded extreme events

• Multiple hazards occurring within a shortened 
timeframe

• Changing seasonality



https://theconversation.com/severe-heatwaves-show-the-need-to-adapt-
livestock-management-for-climate-73447

Impacts?
Human health
Agriculture
EM sector
Need for cooling
Cost of power
Tourism

Mr Ferrier said well-below average 
rain for August and September, 
coupled with last week’s heatwave, had 
made the situation “really difficult”.
JAMES WAGSTAFF, The Weekly Times
October 14, 2015



The average season is worsening but remains 
below the historical "danger zone"

Values associated with past severe seasons

Long-term average

Changing "average"

Why do 
extremes 
matter?



Interannual variability (excluding the trend) 
highlights 1968, 1983 and 2009

Values associated with past severe seasons

Why do 
extremes 
matter?



Combining the trend and variability: feel the impacts 
through the extremes, well before the mean

Values associated with past 
severe seasons

Why do 
extremes 
matter?



Temperature

Rise of 1.4ºC in Australian land surface temperatures

Australia’s 
changing 
climate



Temperature
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The frequency of extreme 
heat events is increasing.

Australia's climate 
has warmed just 
over 1 ºC 
since 1910 leading 
to an increase in 
the frequency of 
extreme heat 
events.

Australia’s 
changing 
climate



Why does 
1ºC matter?

Increase in temperature has increased the occurrence 
of very warm monthly temperatures 



A new record for the hottest summer 
across the country, 0.9ºC hotter than the 
previous record.

Port August 49.5C

Kerang 47.6C

Borrona Downs 
36.6C (minimum)

Adelaide Kent Town
47.7C

Marble Bar 
(49.3C) Alice Spring 45.6C

Summer 
2018-19

4 consecutive 
days above 40C 
at Canberra



Attributing 
extreme 
events to 
climate 
change



Longreach example
But there is one measurement that illustrates it all too well — days over 35 degrees Celsius.
"There's a noticeable increase in days over 35," Mr Whip says.
"And the reason that's important is because once you get over 35 degrees, that's when the 
temperature starts to make an impact on cattle."
At that temperature cattle don't want to eat as much. By 40 degrees, their intake of dry 
matter can drop by up to 50 per cent.
Mr Whip says it really hit home during a heatwave in 2014 when the temperature recorded 
on his property was between 46–50 degrees for 12 days straight.
"I think we lost probably two or three in that time, which were, you know, unexplainable.

… He has destocked his farm, changed breeding and put other measures in place. For 
example, he is ready with high-energy supplements to feed his animals.

www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-17/how-climate-change-is-affecting-what-we-
grow-and-eat/11303450

Days over 35 Days over 40

Not every year a 'bad' year!!



Drying over southern mid-latitude regions

Southern 
Australia is 
drying



IOCI

SEACI

Drying over southern Australia



Wonthaggi Desalination Plant, Victoria

Drying over southern Australia



MDB droughts are getting warmer

Background 
warming 
temperature 
trend causing a 
change to the 
characteristics 
of drought in the 
basin



Climate Model simulations with or without 
anthropogenic forcing.

Source: State of the Climate 2018

We will need to 
adapt to further 
changes which 
are locked in 

Near-future changes

Source: Climate Change in Australia-
'Australia's changing climate' brochure



Source: Climate Change in Australia – Analogues explorer
https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-projections/climate-analogues/analogues-
explorer/

Looking 
ahead to 
2090



Thankyou..



We are at the 
start of a 
large change

Changes accelerate and impacts accelerate 
even more


